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Florian F. Dingler,  
Owner and Managing Director  
of MEVA Schalungs-Systeme GmbH

“Even in difficult times, it is important  

to look ahead.”

Dear Reader,

Two years of restrictions and obstacles caused by 
COVID-19 are behind us. In the meantime, it seems 
that we will soon be able to return to the longed-
for pre-pandemic way of living. But now a new 
and terrible threat is upon us. Since February 24, 
the day of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, missile 
strikes, the flight of millions of people, and drama-
tic images of destruction, suffering, and death have 
dominated the headlines.
 
Once again, the fragility of the global political fab-
ric becomes clear. All sectors of the economy have 
been hit and people all over the world are in some 
way affected by the consequences. Massive shorta-
ges of raw materials and production materials are 
disrupting supply chains. Supply bottlenecks are 
driving up the cost of energy, food and everyday 
goods. Europe and the United States are suffering 
from inflationary pressures.

The construction industry is also affected, as 
building materials are threatening to become a 
scarce commodity. Yet they are urgently needed, 
because there is still a lot of building to be done 
and countless infrastructure projects urgently need 
to be implemented.
 

Even in difficult times, it is important to look ahead.
The construction industry is preparing for bauma 
2022 in Munich in October. For MEVA, this leading 
trade fair is more than just a product show: It is 
an indicator of our competitiveness, a contact ex-
change for personal talks and discussions with our 
partners and customers, a melting pot of ideas that 
inspire and spur us on to constantly improve even 
further – and we are looking forward to it.
 
MEVA US is also providing impetus for the con- 
struction industry. Our successful MEVA32 shoring 
system, developed specifically for the North Ameri-
can market, made its successful debut in a project 
in Mexico. In this issue of FormworkPress, we 
also take a look at Europe: In Norway, the digital 
formwork planning of a bridge construction proved 
successful with the help of MEVA‘s partner BIM². 
And of course, you will also find reports on projects 
in the United States and Canada. 

I wish you a pleasant read.
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Information about MEVA

After just six years of construction, 18 months of 
which were spent on the spectacular façade, the 
Museum of the Future in Dubai was opened in 
February. As a global center for ideas, technologies 
and innovations of the future, it is likely to become 
another visitor magnet of the Emirate. On seven 
floors, interested visitors can gain intensive insights 
into the research and development work of tech-
nology companies and start-ups for an entrance 
fee of AED 145 (approx. $ 40). The think tank also 
provides the setting for experiential exhibitions 
about life in space, for example. 
 
The 250 ft. high oval torus on the magnificent 
Sheikh Zayed Road is considered one of the 
most complex buildings in the world. Constantly 
changing structures and geometries dominate 
the building with its façade consisting of 1,024 
individual parts with engraved Arabic calligraphy. 
Round, angled, curved, but without columns, the 
sensational architecture hints at complex const-
ruction work. BAM Higgs & Hill LLC used several 
MEVA systems: Mammut 350 wall formwork, 
Radius circular formwork, MevaDec and MevaFlex 
slab formwork, Triplex inclined props, and the MGC 
guided climbing system.

Museum of the Future opened

The new facility in Spartanburg, South Carolina 
is now open for business. Overhead cranes and 
two high-pressure cleaning lines have now been 
installed and are up and running, thus completing 
our goal to process and furnish both MevaLite and 
the Imperial wall formwork systems from our Spar-
tanburg location. In addition, the offices have been 
updated to include a new conference room that 
features a meeting area surrounded by a display 
of new equipment. Recently, five additional acres 
of land became available directly next door to our 
new facility and in anticipation of the continued 
growth in the southeastern United States, MEVA 
acquired the property for future expansion.

The Grand Opening of the new location took place 
on May 5.

New Spartanburg location
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What‘s new at bauma 2022

The world‘s leading trade fair for the construction 
industry, bauma, is taking place this year with a  
six-month delay due to the Corona pandemic and 
will attract a large international audience from 
October 24-30. MEVA will again also be there, pre-
senting new products and innovations with great 
customer benefits: high safety, economic efficiency, 
flexibility, and easy handling.

As in 2019, the MEVA trade fair stand with  
4,300 sq. ft of space is located in formwork hall 
B3, stand 236.

According to the organisers of the Munich trade 
fair, the exhibition space is largely fully booked. 
At the last bauma three years ago, there were 
around 3,700 exhibitors in the halls and on the 
outdoor area. Around 630,000 visitors from more 
than 200 countries and regions were welcomed to 
the exhibition grounds in the Bavarian metropolis 
and made a pilgrimage across the 6.6 million sq. ft 
exhibition area.

Diver attraction at the Gold Coast

An exceptional project took MEVA partner Novatec 
Formwork Systems and construction  company 
Foreshore Marine to the Australian Pacific. Foun-
dations for the Wonder Reef were concreted on 
board a crane ship. The diving park is located 
1.5 miles off the city of Gold Coast. The artificial 
reef attracts diverse species of marine life and al-
lows divers of all experience levels exciting insights 
into the colourful world of exotic marine life – in an 
environmentally friendly way and without distur-
bing natural, sensitive coral reefs.

The 1.1 million cubic ft reef consists of steel buoy 
sculptures up to 26 ft high. These float in the 
water, secured by concrete and steel foundations 
weighing up to 75 to, resting on the seabed at a 
depth of around 100 ft and fastened to strong 
chains. In this way, the artificial reefs defy strong 
water currents, seasonal whirlwinds, and waves 
up to 60 ft high. For the formwork of the up to 
17 x 17 x 5 ft concrete bases with 13 x 13 x 8 ft 
steel pyramids, 14 pre-installed formwork sets with 
the StarTec wall formwork system were delivered 
to Brisbane and installed on board Australia‘s 
 largest floating crane stationed in the harbor.
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In November 2020, Horizon Concrete 
 Construction began building the foundation 
and concrete frame for the Ophelia, a new 
ten-story multi-family condominium project lo-
cated in Kitchener, Ontario. The new Modern 
Miesian design condominium was named after 
one of two locally famous swans that live 
nearby in the lake at Victoria Park.

The project posed multiple challenges that included 
pouring shear walls, columns and cast-in-place 
concrete slabs. Since shear walls are located on 
both exterior ends of the building, the formwork 
would require climbing ten floors. The MGC-F 
(MEVA Guided Climbing Foldable) system was 
selected, primarily since it allowed the formwork 
and the platform to be lifted together, without ever 
leaving the wall. The system has rails that remain 
secured to the wall and features a click-clack 
mechanism that permits the rails to pass securely 
through shoes that are anchored to the wall when 

One project – four MEVA systems
Proven technology and a debut for the Mammut XT formwork system

climbing. Not only is the MGC-F faster to cycle than 
a regular jump form system, but it also requires 
fewer workers and is safer to lift when higher wind 
conditions prevail. The platforms are 8’-7” wide, 
which permits the formwork to be easily rolled 
back by 2’-3”, providing a safe area of access for 
the workers, especially when setting rebar and 
pouring the concrete.

At the request of Horizon, the platforms were pre-
assembled by MEVA before delivery to the jobsite. 
Because the MGC-F are foldable, more platforms 
can be loaded onto the truck when shipping to 
the jobsite. Once the platforms arrive on site, the 
contractor can pick them off the truck and hang 
them directly on the wall. 

Having owned MevaLite since 2011, the longtime 
MEVA customer Horizon chose to use the system 
on the exterior shear walls for two reasons: first, 
the 9’-0 panels were the same height as the shear 
walls, and second, by using MevaLite, they were 
able to reduce the combined weight of the form-
work and the climbing platforms. Thanks to the 
reduced weight, Horizon did not have to increase 
the load capacity of the crane just to lift the forms 
and platform at each end of the building. MevaLite 
was also selected as the forming system for the 
columns on this project.

Horizon Concrete Construction is owned by Jerry 
Postma, who has a long history of working in the 
concrete and formwork industry. In fact, Jerry’s 
family owned a concrete company when he was 
growing up in Northern British Columbia. The com-

Scott Fisk and Jerry 
Postma in front of 
Mammut XT.
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pany included a formwork yard that rented forms 
and as a young boy, Jerry would wander over to 
spend time with his grandfather in the formwork 
yard. Since he grew up in the business, he has 
always looked for innovation when completing his 
projects. As an example, when Jerry was looking 
for a formwork solution for forming the interior 
shear walls on the Ophelia, his goal was to mini-
mize as much labor as possible.

One-sided tying with Mammut XT formwork
Through discussions with his MEVA sales represent-
ative, Tamer Gerges, Jerry became interested in the 
Mammut XT wall formwork system. After much re-
search, he realized that if he bought this wall form-
work, his workers would be able to save labor and 
time since they would only access one side of the 
formwork while placing and stripping the ties and 
articulated tie nuts. As a result, Horizon is now the 
first company in North America to have purchased 
and used the  Mammut XT. In addition, since Ho-
rizon was going to have to cycle their equipment 
ten times on this project, they started to analyze 
the most efficient method for cycling the formwork 
and rebar as they climbed the ten-story building. 
Again, Jerry came to MEVA, who designed the 
MEVA landing platforms that sit outside of the 
building and help in the movement of materials as 
they continue to move up from floor to floor.

Over the years, Horizon has brought several  
innovative ideas to fruition through using their  
MevaLite. From color coding the back of each 
panel size, to building transportation baskets 
with casters that permit their team to move the 
formwork from pour to pour, Horizon continues to 
strive to improve their process.

Looking to the future, Horizon’s success includes 
assembling a committed team of key personnel 

who have each contributed to building the culture 
at Horizon to become the company it is today. The 
team members include a second generation of 
Postmas who have joined the team. Jerry’s son Ben 
is now a project manager, his son Chris is one of 
a group of five forepersons who assume a role of 
leadership managing the work that is completed 
on site. Finally, Jerry’s daughter Karmen has risen 
to new heights by getting her operator’s license to 
now join a team of two other tower crane opera-
tors, who operate company-owned tower cranes 
on their various jobsites.

MEVA would like to thank Horizon and Jerry Post-
ma for their continued support for MEVA through 
the ownership of our products and for their willing-
ness to continue to push for innovation using our 
products on their jobsites.

Project data

 Æ Project
 - Ophelia, Kitchener/ON, Canada

 Æ Contractors
 - Horizon Concrete Construction

 Æ MEVA systems
 - MevaLite wall formwork
 - Mammut XT wall formwork
 - Guided Climbing System MGC-F
 - MEVA Custom landing platform

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Formwork Systems 

Springfield OH/USA

i
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Following a suggestion from the supervisors, 
Turner Construction used the strong MEVA Im-
perial wall formwork system to build the new 
Courthouse in Spartanburg. A good decision.

The origins of Spartanburg, South Carolina are 
tied to the beginnings of our nation. In 1785, the 
county of Spartanburg was formed and named 
after the Spartan Regiment, a local militia unit that 
fought in the Revolutionary War. In 1831, the town 
of Spartanburg was incorporated and later became 
known as the “Hub City” due to the wheel hub 
shape formed by the many railroad lines that came 
into the area. In the early 20th century, Spartanburg 
County developed into a major textile center, with 
40 textile mills operating in the region. With the 
introduction of the North American BMW plant 25 
years ago, the County has transformed from a tex-
tile-based economy into an international business 
center, which includes over 500 manufacturing 
companies located within the region.

Consolidation in one building
As the economy has transformed and grown, so 
have the needs for the county government. The ex-
isting county judicial courthouse, built in 1958, has 
served the community for well over 60 years and 
is now overcrowded. The goal when designing the 
new courthouse was to consolidate all functions of 
county government that were previously located in 
separate county and municipal buildings and move 
everyone into the new six-story $120 million facility. 
The complex will be 340,000 sq. ft and feature a 
cast-in-place concrete foundation with the upper 
levels consisting of a steel structure and a precast 
façade that will resemble marble. 

Turner Construction, ranked as the largest Amer-
ican construction company by ENR in 2021, was 
chosen as the construction manager to oversee the 
building of the new courthouse. Precision Concrete 
Construction, Inc., based in Alpharetta, Georgia 
was selected by Turner Construction to complete 
the concrete foundations for the project.

Feeling confident with Imperial
Strongest clamp gang form system used to build a new courthouse

Imperial was the optimal choice for concreting the up to 26‘-0 high walls.
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Project data

 Æ Project
 - Courthouse Spartanburg, SC/USA

 Æ Contractors
 - Precision Concrete Construction

 Æ MEVA systems
 - Imperial wall formwork

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Formwork Systems 

Spartanburg SC/USA

i

The foundation was designed with wall heights 
ranging from 20’-0 to 26’-0, thus requiring a 
gang form system that could handle the concrete 
pressures generated when pouring walls to this 
height. Noe Contreras, Formwork Superintendent 
for Precision Concrete, recommended the MEVA 
Imperial system because he had previously used the 
system on other projects. According to Noe, the 
Imperial was a trustworthy system that adjusted 
to their needs on the jobsite and he felt more 
confident using Imperial when pouring walls up to 
26’-0 high because of the strength of the system. 
Imperial is the strongest clamp gang form system 
offered on the market with a 2,025  psf pour rating. 
The Formwork Superintendent also said that the 
adaptability of the hardware and accessories made 
the system easy to assemble, producing a more 
rigid gang when being assembled. 

Three hours to complete each pour
Noe Contreras mentioned that the multiple tie-off 
points located on the back of the forms allowed 
his workers to safely climb on the gang forms 
while working. The foundation was broken into 
ten pours 60’-0 in length. Each concrete pour was 
completed using a truck-mounted concrete pump 
and took approximately three hours to complete. 

Brock Swenson, who is the Formwork Group 
Manager for Precision, said we chose MEVA on 
the suggestion of our superintendents who were 
familiar with the Imperial and preferred using the 
system. Brock also commented that since MEVA 
had relocated their new southeastern warehouse 
in Spartanburg, the new location weighed on their 
decision as well.

Precision is one of the largest full-service construc-
tion companies in the Southeast and ranked in 
Concrete Construction’s top 100 list of concrete 
contractors. MEVA is proud to work with Precision 
on the Spartanburg County Courthouse and we 
look forward to working together in the future.
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The City of Durham, North Carolina is building 
a new multi-use parking garage located in 
the heart of downtown. The new seven story 
structure called the 300 Block Parking Garage 
will offer retail shopping on the first level and 
six floors of parking located on the upper 
floors. Once completed, the structure will be 
capable of holding 780 vehicles. In addition, a 
one-story concrete podium deck is being built 
next to the garage with plans to build a wood 
frame structure on top of the podium that 
will provide affordable residential housing 
sometime in the future. 

Fessler & Bowman, a concrete construction compa-
ny based in Flushing, Michigan, was awarded the 
contract to build the garage. In the past, Fess-

Less labor and more worker safety
Constructing a parking garage with MEVA32

ler & Bowman outsourced their shoring projects, 
but recently the Raleigh, NC office decided to 
self-perform their first shoring project and selected 
to use the MEVA32 aluminum frame system. And 
because of their successful outcome, the Raleigh 
office decided to self-perform erecting the shoring 
on the 300 Block Garage as well.

The garage has 20” wide beams that must be 
shored to a height of 7’-10” to the bottom side of 
the beam. The bay area that spans in between the 
beams required shoring to an elevation of 10’-2”. 
The MEVA engineering team designed one row of 
MEVA32 shoring towers to be placed directly under 
each beam bottom using the 5’-0 x 6’-0 shoring 
frame. The MEVA32 saddle beam which is 7’-6” 
wide was then placed on top of the shoring frame 
to span the beam bottom and to also support 
picking up the slab edge for the bays on each side 
of the beam. Normally, shoring towers would be 
required to support the beam bottoms and then 
additionally to support the bay area in between 
each beam. But since the saddle beams were used, 
they were able to reduce the span in between the 
bays and eliminate the need for the shoring towers 
normally used to support the bay. Instead, post 
shores with a stinger running down the middle of 
the bay will be the only center support needed. 
Finally, because of the high leg capacity of the 
aluminum frame, the shoring towers placed under 
each beam bottom were spaced out as far as  
8’-0 c/c.

The MEVA32 aluminum frame system offers mul-
tiple advantages when building a parking garage. 
First, the frame has a load capacity of 16 kips per 
leg compared to the competitor’s 10 kip per leg 
steel frame shoring system. By increasing the load 
capacity, the MEVA32 is capable of carrying up to 
60 % more weight than the competing steel frame 
shoring systems, thus reducing the number of 
shoring towers required when supporting the slab. 
Second, the standard 6’-0 x 6’-0 aluminum frame 
weighs only 49 lbs compared to the 6’-0 x 4’-0 
steel frame weighing 65 lbs. 

Easily lifted and installed by one man
Weight is a significant factor since OSHA has de-
termined that 51 lbs is considered a “safe lift” for 
one worker when used under the proper condi-
tions as outlined by the OSHA guidelines. Since the 
standard MEVA32 frame weighs 49 lbs, one man 
can easily lift and install frames up to 6’-0 tall when 
erecting the shoring and still abide by the OSHA 
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guidelines. MEVA32 has placed tie-off points and 
horizontal rails incorporated into each frame. These 
two features enable the workers to safely access 
moving up and down on the system when erecting 
or disassembling. The towers can be erected using 
either cross braces or by using the MEP gate, which 
allows the towers to be built laying on their side 
and then flown into place. The system also offers a 
quick-release stripping pin built into the base plate 
that allows the worker to release the load from the 
system before stripping the frames. Casters can be 
mounted onto the frames for transportation from 
one pour to the next, thus eliminating the need to 
disassemble. To summarize, the MEVA32 aluminum 
frame shoring system has been designed to reduce 
labor, increase worker safety, and allow mobility 
to move the frames once assembled and when the 
proper conditions permit.

Founded in 1963 by Don Fessler and George Bow-
man, Fessler & Bowman, Inc. has grown from a 
residential flatwork & basement wall contractor to 
a top 100 commercial concrete contractor recog-
nized across the nation. MEVA would like to thank 
Fessler & Bowman for the opportunity to furnish 
the MEVA32 on the new 300 Block Parking Garage 
and look forward to continuing our relationship 
together on many more projects in the future.

Project data

 Æ Project
 - 300 Block Parking Garage,   

Durham /NC 

 Æ Contractors
 - Fessler & Bowman Construction, 

Raleigh/NC

 Æ MEVA systems
 - MEVA32 shoring tower

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Formwork Systems 

Spartanburg SC/USA

i
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Onaping is a small city located in northern 
Ontario, Canada, and also the home of the 
Glencore Craig Mine, which has a long history 
of producing hi-grade nickel ore. Since the 
mine has been in operation for many decades, 

MevaLite outperforms the competition
Lightweight panels a deciding factor 4,000 feet below ground

the nickel ore deposits are now almost deplet-
ed. Because of the age of the mine, there has 
been ongoing concern about its future and the 
impact on the local economy once the ore was 
totally exhausted.

After several years of planning, approval was finally 
granted to expand and build a new mine, which 
will mean going much deeper underground than 
the Glencore Craig Mine. The new Onaping Depth 
Project will come with a price tag of USD 700 
million. The plan is to build the new mine directly 
under the current Glencore Craig Mine and will 
feature a total length of 1,430 m of internal shaft 
when finished. Once completed, there will be a 
total of three chambers that will span 15 m wide 
by 20 m long and 10 m high. Currently, the mine 
shaft has been piloted and reamed to the 1,915 m 
level, with the shaft that is now completed to the 
1,260 m level. Ultimately, the mine will reach a 
depth of 2,630 m when completed. The new mine 
is projected to provide a new source of high-grade 
nickel ore beyond 2035 for the surrounding com-
munity.

Since the new mine will reach depths not previ-
ously mined before, new remote digital monitoring 
will be used that will allow the operation to be 
managed from the surface. Wi-Fi will be available 
throughout the entire mine to allow communica-
tion from any part of the mine with the surface 
team as well. Finally, in some areas miners will 
be completely removed from the operation and 
replaced by autonomous mining equipment that 
will have EV motors powered by batteries. This will 
replace the old diesel-powered mining equipment 
and eliminate the toxic fumes that previously had 
to be removed from the mine.

TESC Contracting Company, a local industrial and 
mining contractor, was selected to complete the 
concrete work required in the first of three cham-
bers. Because of the challenging circumstances 
faced when pouring concrete in a mining project, 
Luc Larcher, senior project manager for TESC, 
chose the MevaLite formwork system because of 
his previous success in using the product.

According to Luc, the formwork had to be lowered 
4,000 ft. down the mine shaft into the chamber 
where they were going to pour concrete. The 
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weight of the panel was a deciding factor for two 
reasons. First, a hoist had to be used to lower the 
formwork down into the 4,000-ft-deep shaft. Sec-
ond, since there was no crane access in the cham-
ber, the formwork had to be lightweight enough 
to allow the workers to erect and disassemble the 
formwork by hand. As the walls and columns both 
reached to a height of 21’-0, the forms also had to 
be strong enough to withstand the pour pressure 
required to pour the columns and walls to that 
height. Transporting the concrete down into the 
mine shaft was another challenge, as the concrete 
had to be first pumped 3,000 ft down into the 
mine shaft and then transferred into a second 
pump which then conveyed the concrete down 
the remaining 1,000 ft. Therefore, it was critical 
to keep the concrete moving to avoid it becoming 
clogged while pumping from such a great distance. 
Second, since the concrete had to be pumped 
4,000 ft, quick placement was necessary to avoid 
cold joints as concrete loses moisture during the 
pumping process.

Whether you are pouring concrete 4,000 ft below 
the earth’s surface or building a simple retaining 
wall, MevaLite is the ideal choice. The panels weigh 
less than 6 psf. The system also has a pour rating 
of 1,350 psf, which performed well when pumping 
columns up to 21’-0 in height inside the mine. The 
system also offers safe access when climbing since 
tie bars are located on the back side of the panels 
and are spaced 3’-0 c/c. Finally, MevaLite is flexible, 
since there is no top or bottom and the panel 
widths ranging from 1” to 3’-0 allow MevaLite to 
conform to almost any application.

Project data

 Æ Project
 - Onaping Depth Project,  

Onaping/ON, Canada

 Æ Contractors
 - TESC Contracting Company,  

Sudbury/ON CDN

 Æ MEVA systems
 - MevaLite wall formwork

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Formwork Systems 

Springfield OH/USA

i

TESC Contracting Company is based in 
Sudbury, Ontario Canada and has served 
the needs of both their industrial and 
mining customers since 1978. The name 
TESC holds great symbolism since the 
name originated from using the first 
letter of the first name of each of the 
founding partners to create the acro-
nym that is used today. MEVA would 
thank TESC Contracting for choosing 
MevaLite and inviting us to work to-
gether to make this challenging project 
a success.  

Luc Larcher, senior project manager 
for TESC, chose MevaLite because 
of his previous success in using the 
product.
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Tapatíos convinced by MEVA32
Flexible shoring system reliably supports balconies and cantilevers

For the construction of residential buildings 
in Guadalajara, the MEVA32 shoring system, 
popular in the US, was used for the first time 
in Mexico. The workers were quickly at ease 
with the handling and flexibility of the system.

Guadalajara, the “Pearl of the West”, is considered 
a metropolis of Mexican joie de vivre. The city is 
home to traditions such as the famous hat dance 
Jarabe Tapatio, where the sombreros are swung, 
and the famous music of the mariachi bands. 
The inhabitants call themselves Tapatíos and are 
considered modern and culturally interested. The 
Art Park will go down well with them: a new resi-
dential quarter with apartment buildings between 
lots of greenery and water in the popular Zapopan 
district. The construction company is erecting resi-
dential buildings with upscale flats on 13 floors.

Support to US standards
One of the architectural features of the project are 
the balconies of different geometries, heights, and 
dimensions as well as the widely cantilevered flat 
areas that protrude from the building‘s walls like 
oversized boxes. For their safe erection, the cons-
truction company relied on the MEVA32 modular 

shoring system, developed for the US market and 
named after its maximum load capacity of 32 kip. It 
offers a high degree of safety and flexibility on the 
construction site and is now increasingly conque-
ring new regions outside North America where 
construction is carried out to US standards.

Flexible and time-saving
MEVA32 is suitable for a wide range of shoring ap-
plications, for example the construction of parking 
decks. The aluminum frame is very light despite 
its high stability. The 6 ft wide frame modules are 
available in heights from 4 ft to 8 ft. The typical 
6 x 6 ft frame weighs only 49 lbs, so MEVA32 can 
easily be carried and used by just one worker, thus 
saving effort. The easily adjustable screw jacks are 
used for fine-tuned height adjustment on the job 
site. The shoring towers can be erected standing or 
lying on the ground and quickly flown into position 
by crane.

Using standard MEP lift truck tables MEVA32 flying 
towers, tables, and garage applications can all be 
easily moved as a unit without the need for disas-
sembly and reassembly. This saves time, labor, and 
space on the jobsite.
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Project data

 Æ Project
 - Art Park residential buildings,  

Guadalajara, Mexico

 Æ MEVA systems
 - MEVA32 shoring system

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Sistemas de Encofrado S.A.S., 

Bogotá, Columbia

i
At the completion of a section of a concrete pour, 
towers can be put on standard MEP trucks and 
rolled to the next section by one or two workers 
without being dismantled.

Success on the construction site
In the Art Park project, the system showed off its 
ease and flexibility. Without a long learning curve, 
erection, modification, and dismantling, as well 
as the quick relocation and adjustment of the 
supporting towers were carried out in accordance 
with the changing positions and geometries of the 
cantilevers and balconies to be supported. 

MEVA‘s H20 beams, which can be used longitu-
dinally and transversely, also contributed to the 
success on the construction site. They weigh only 
10 lbs/m (approx. 3.2 ft), are made of stable 3-ply 
solid webs, and are designed for high durability 
and performance with impact protection caps, 
impregnation and web-milling on the opposing 
side of the core.

MEVA32, here under the cantilever of a flat, provided safety and flexibility on the construction site.
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Norway’s longest railway bridge
Challenging formwork design with BIM approach

In a recent project, MEVA‘s partner in Norway 
MAXBO Teknikk was in charge of engineer-
ing the challenging formwork design in BIM 
(Building Information Modeling) for Norway‘s 
longest railway bridge. During the project, 
Teknikk has been supported by BIM², MEVA‘s 
partner for digitization. The 3D formwork 
design was applied on the project in order 
to simplify the exchange of the model with 
Teknikk‘s contractor and to enable a stream-
lined connection to the BIM workflow.

Formwork design is a frequently underestimated 
discipline in the overall building life cycle. How-
ever, formwork is always on the critical path of 
the construction process and therefore must be 
considered in the process landscape. This includes 
a sophisticated site preparation of formwork and 
scaffolding that is going to be redetermined in a 
digital integrated BIM environment.

The project
The Minnevika railway bridge is located in Min-
nesund, a one-hour drive north of Oslo. The bridge 
is part of the state-owned company Bane NOR‘s 
ongoing upgrade of the railway system in Norway. 
When completed in autumn of 2023, it will be the 
longest railway bridge in Norway. The contractor 
PNC Norge is carrying out the concrete works. The 
base of the 2,750 ft long concrete bridge consists 

of 20 pier shafts under water level, the largest with 
a depth of approximately 46 ft. The foundation 
(pile cap) measures 72 x 59 ft with a narrower pier 
shaft measuring 61 x 21 ft up to the water level. 
Two bridge columns are built on each pier shaft.

Together with crossbeams, the oval-shaped col-
umns (11 x 8 ft) carry the bridge, which is cast with 
a moveable scaffolding system. The project scope 
was to provide an efficient formwork design from 
the pile cap up to the top of the columns. Due to 
height differences of the pier shafts, adjustments to 
the formwork design needed to be taken into ac-
count from the very beginning. Furthermore, ease 
of erection, dismantling, and re-use on the next 
pier shafts were important obstacles to overcome 
in the early design phase.

The project delivery consisted of the MEVA wall 
formwork system Mammut 350 together with the 
KLK climbing system for the columns. To form the 
skew sides of the pier shafts timber frames were 
used as infill.

About MAXBO Teknikk
MAXBO Teknikk was established in 1962 with the 
head office located in Sandvika, just outside Oslo. 
The company has a long track record of supplying 

... continued on page 18
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... continued from page 16

the Norwegian construction market with form-
work and falsework solutions. The company is very 
custimer-focused and values innovative solutions 
that challenge the customers‘ standard ways of 
thinking. MAXBO Teknikk strives to be at the 
forefront when it comes to engineering efficient 
and cost-effective formwork design with the latest 
technology.

Morten Hernes, Technical Manager, MAXBO 
Teknikk: “BIM2form made the complex formwork 
design easy to plan and with the BIM approach on 
this project we were able to exchange informa-
tion and communicate with all parties involved in 
achieving the best possible formwork solutions.”

About BIM²
BIM² is a start-up on the edge of the northern 
Black Forest, Germany. Founded in 2019, the 
young company is passionately focused on driving 
digitalization in the construction industry forward 
and specialized in efficient formwork design. 
The primary goal of the growing company is to 
achieve genuine added value on the construction 
site through intelligent tools in planning and work 
preparation.

About BIM²form
For the project, an advanced digital 3D delivery 
of the formwork design was executed. Therefore, 
Autodesk® Revit® and the related add-in BIM²form 
were used to carry out the formwork engineering. 
The tool was developed by technicians with many 
years of practical experience in the construction 
industry for technicians to provide them with the 
best support in their daily challenges. 

The tool uses intelligent approaches offering com-
mands in multiple levels of automation – whether 
it be the single manual placement of two assembly 
locks or the automated arrangement of hundreds 
and thousands of different elements in a project. 
By using completely natively developed Revit® nest-
ed parametric families it shows an incomparably 
strong performance. Therefore, formwork design is 
generally much more efficient.

BIM²form follows the highest software engineering 
standards and is being steadily improved through 
an open innovation concept that offers its users 
perspectives to be part of the product development 
and provide direct feedback to the development 
team. Overall, this ensures the best algorithms and 
enables the software to provide the perfect digital 
twin meeting any BIM project requirements. 

In addition, the tool offers the possibility to easily 
integrate the formwork design into the BIM work-
flow. Through cloud-based links, all parties involved 
in the process can access and work on the project 
simultaneously. A web-based exchange allows 
non-CAD users to access the current scenario, 
command last changes, and review the planning 
progress. All of this contributes to excellent engi-
neering and construction performance.

Besides using BIM²form, the design model was 
exchanged between the formwork supplier MEVA, 
their formwork partner MAXBO Teknikk, and BIM² 
as a consultant for the BIM approach of this project. 
That included a standard basis for the formwork 
design and versioning between all participants to 
process the complex engineering of the bridge.
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Project data

 Æ Project
 - Minnevika railway bridge,  

Minnesund, Norway

 Æ Contractor
 - PNC Norge AS, Oslo (N)

 Æ BIM² support
 - 3D formwork design

 Æ MEVA systems
 - Wall formwork Mammut 350
 - Climbing system KLK
 - Triplex heavy-duty prop

 Æ Engineering and support
 - BIM², Nagold (Germany)
 - MAXBO Teknikk, Sandvika (Norway)

i

The project scope is to provide efficient formwork design from the pile cap (at the lake bottom) up to the top of the columns. 

Communication with contractor
Throughout the Minnevika railway bridge project, 
the model has been used in communication with 
PNC Norway to discuss and agree on the best 
formwork solutions. The BIM model includes the 
concrete structure, formwork elements, and timber 
frames. This allowed the contractor to plan the 
erection of the material and placement of tie rods 
through the structure.

For each pile cap and pier shaft of the bridge, the 
BIM model has been used to draw the formwork. 
Ships pass the bridge between axis 12 and 13. 
Here, the piers had circular ends and an inclina-
tion that required special fabricated timber frames 
inside the formwork. By exchanging the BIM model 
with the supplier, it was easy to get the right ge-
ometry for the timber frames that were attached to 
the formwork elements.

For more information about MEVA´s partner BIM² 
and their Revit® add-in BIM²form contact your 
MEVA sales representative and visit their website 
www.bim2.eu.



You can rely on us
wherever you are.
With 40 offices on 5 continents, we are 
on the spot wherever you need us.

MEVA Schalungs-Systeme GmbH

Tel. +49 7456 692-01
Fax +49 7456 692-66
info@meva.net

Industriestrasse 5
72221 Haiterbach
Germany

www.meva.net

Berlin Tel. +49 3375 90300
München Tel. +49 89 3295590
Nord Tel. +49 511 949930
Rhein/Ruhr Tel. +49 2304 244450
Rhein/Main Tel. +49 171 7728414
Stuttgart Tel. +49 7024 94190

APfaffstätten Tel. +43 2252 209000
AUSAdelaide Tel. +61 8 82634377
BLanden Tel. +32 11 717040
BHRiffa Tel. +973 3322 4290
CDNToronto Tel. +1 416 8565560
CHSeon Tel. +41 62 7697100
DKHolbæk Tel. +45 56 311855
FSarreguemines Tel. +33 387 959938
GBTamworth Tel. +44 1827 60217
HBudapest Tel. +36 1 2722222
INDMumbai Tel. +91 22 27563430
LATAM latam@meva.net

LRodange Tel. +352 20 283747
MACasablanca Tel. +212 684602243
MALPerak Tel. +60 12 5209337
NOslo Tel. +47 67 154200
NLGouda Tel. +31 182 570770
PAPanama City Tel. +507 2372222
PHManila Tel. +63 998 5416975
QADoha Tel. +974 4006 8485
SGPSingapore Tel. +65 67354459
UAEDubai Tel. +971 4 8042200
USASpringfield Tel. +1 937 3280022

MEVA SchalungsSysteme GmbH 
Industriestrasse 5  
D72221 Haiterbach  
Tel. +49 7456 69201 
Fax +49 7456 69266
 
info@meva.net
www.meva.net

MEVA Formwork Systems, Inc.
2000 Airpark Dr.
Springfield, OH 45502
United States of America
Tel. +1 937 328 0022
Fax +1 937 328 0044
 
info@mevaformwork.com
www.mevaformwork.com

Headquarters (Germany)

Subsidiaries/international bases

MEVA North America

Southeast Distribution Center
298 Commercial Road
Spartanburg, SC 29303
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